Abstract-The connectivity of the cerebral cortex is characterized by dense local and sparse long-range connectivity. It has been proposed that this connection topology provides a rapid and robust transformation of spatial stimulus information into a temporal population code (TPC). TPC is a canonical model of cortical computation whose topological requirements are independent of the properties of the input stimuli and, therefore, can be generalized to the processing requirements of all cortical areas. Here we propose a real time implementation of TPC for classifying faces, a complex natural stimuli that mammals are constantly confronted with. The model consists of a network comprising a primary visual cortex V1 network of laterally connected integrate-and-fire neurons implemented in the humanoid robot platform iCub. The experiment was performed using human faces presented to the robot under different angles and position of light incidence. We show that the TPC-based model can recognize faces with a correct ratio of 97 % without any face-specific strategy. Additionally, the speed of encoding is coherent with the mammalian visual system suggesting that the representation of natural static visual stimulus is generated based on the combined temporal dynamics of multiple neuron populations. Our results provides that, without any input dependent wiring, TPC can be efficiently used for encoding local features in a high complexity task such as face recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
The mammalian brain has great abilities of recognizing objects under widely varying conditions. To perform this task, the visual system must solve the problem of building invariant representations of the objects that are the sources of the available sensory information. Since the breakthrough work on V1 by Hubel and Wiesel [1] there has been an increasing number of models of the visual cortex trying to reproduce the performance of natural vision systems.
A number of these models has been developed to reproduce characteristics of the visual system such as invariance to shifts in position, rotation, and scaling. Most of these models are based on the, so called, Neocognitron [2] In this classical framework invariant representations emerge in the form of activity patterns at the highest level of the network by virtue of the spatial averaging across the feature detectors at the preceding layers. The recognition process is based on a large dictionary of features stored in memory where model neurons in the different layers act as filters tuned to specific features or feature combinations. In this approach invariances to, for instance, position, scale and orientation, are achieved at the high cost of increasing the number of connections between the layers of the network.
In the last years a novel model of object recognition has been proposed based on the specific connectivity template found in the visual cortex combined with the temporal dynamics of neural populations. The, so called, Temporal Population Code, or TPC, emphasizes the property of densely coupled networks to rapidly encode the geometric organization of its inputs into the temporal structure of its population response [6] [7] . In the TPC architecture the spatial information provided by an input stimulus is transformed into a temporal representation. The encoding is defined by the spatially averaged spikes of a population of integrate and fire neurons over a certain time window.
The TPC architecture has an advantage in its use of connectivity when compared to pure hierarchical models. It is wire-independent and thus allows to multiplex information. The representation generated by TPC can be used as a generic framework for object recognition tasks regardless of input. Moreoever, the TPC provides a high-capacity encoding and can generalize to realistic tasks as handwritten character classification [6] . In addition, it has been shown that the TPC can provide a representational substrate that can naturally account for the formation of place fields in simulated robots [8] .
With TPC the encoding process and the invariances that it can capture are controlled by the topology of lateral connectivity and its transmission delays. In this respect TPC emphasizes that the neo-cortex exploits specific network topologies and symmetries. It is an opposite notion to the randomly connected recurrent networks found in examples of, so called, reservoir computing or liquid state machines [9] .
The TPC is based on the notion that the neo-cortex is characterized by dense local connectivity where it is estimated that only a few percentage of synapses that make up cortical circuits originate outside of the local volume [10] [11] [12] . Physiologically TPC has found support in a number of empirical studies of the mammalian visual [13] [14] [15] [16] and auditory cortex [17] [18] and the antennal lobe of the moth [19] [20] . These studies have provided direct support for the notion that the temporal neural dynamics in primary sensory areas can serve as a substrate for stimulus encoding.
In this paper we make use of the TPC scheme to encode one of the most complex stimuli mammals are challenged by: faces [21] [22] [23] . In the brain, the recognition process of known faces takes place through a complex set of local and distributed processes that interact dynamically [24] . Recent results suggest the existence of specialized areas populated by neurons selective to specific faces. For instance, in the macaque brain the middle face patch has been identified where neurons detect and differentiate faces using a strategy based on the distinct constellations of face parts [25] . Nevertheless, these higher cortical areas where curves and spots are assembled into coherent objects must be fed by a canonical computational principle. Our model is based on the hypothesis that the TPC is the canonical feature encoder of the visual cortex that feeds higher areas involved in the recognition process.
The model is implemented and tested in real time context. The robot platform used for the experiments is the humanoid robot iCub [26] . In the face recognition task, we demonstrate that the TPC model can recognize faces under different natural conditions. We also show that the speed of encoding is compatible with the human visual system. In the next session we have a full description of the model and the parameters used for the simulations.
II. METHODS
The model we propose here consists of a retinotopic map of spiking neurons with properties found in the primary visual cortex V1( [7] [6]). The network consists of N xN neurons interconnected with a circular neighborhood with synapses of equal strength and instantaneous excitatory conductances. The transmission delays are related to the Euclidean distance between the positions of the pre-and postsynaptic neurons in the map. The stimuli are continuously presented to the network and the spreading spatial activity of the V1 units are integrated over a time window, as a sum of their action potentials. The outcome is the so called TPC 1.
In the network, each modeled neuron is approximated by a leaky integrate-and-fire unit. The time course of its membrane voltage is given by:
C m is the membrane capacitance and I represents the transmembrane current: excitatory (I e ), spike-triggered potassium current (I k ) and leak current (I l ). These currents are computed multiplying the conductance g by the driving force as following: When a neuron spikes, its action potential is distributed over a neighborhood of a given radius. The lateral transmission delay of these connections is 1 ms/unit. Because of these lateral intra-cortical interactions, the stimulus becomes encoded in the network's activity trace. The TPC signal is generated by summing the total population activity over a certain time window.
where V r is the reversal potential of the conductance. The unit's activity at time t is given by:
where a ∈ [0, 1] is the spike amplitude of the unit, and V (t) is determined by the total input composed by the external stimulus and internal connections. H denotes the Heaviside function and θ is the firing threshold. After a spike is generated, the unit's potential is reset to V r . The time course of the potassium conductance g l is given by:
The excitatory input is composed by the sum of two components: a constant driving excitatory input g i (t) and the synaptic conductances given by the lateral interaction of the units g c (t). So
In the visual cortex it has been observed that many cells produce strong activity for a specific optimal input pattern. De Valois [27] showed that the receptive field of simple cells is sensitive to specific position, orientation and spatial frequency. This behavior can be formalized as a multidimensional tuning response that can be approximated by a Gaussian-like template-matching operation.
In our model each unit is characterized by orientation selectivity angle φ ∈ {0,
} and a bi-dimensional vector x ∈ R 2 specifying its receptive field's center location within the input plane. So each unit in the network is defined by u(x, φ) that we envision as approximating the functional notion of cortical column. The receptive field of each unit is approximated using the second derivative of an isotropic Gaussian filter G σ . The input image is convolved with G σ to reproduce the V1 receptive field's characteristics for orientation selectivity. The input stimulus is a retinal gray scale image that fills the whole visual field.
The convolution with ∂ 2 x(φ) G σ is computed by twice applying a sampled first derivative of a Gaussian (σ = 1.5 and size 11x11 pixels) over the four orientations φ [28] . The filter output is truncated according to a threshold T i ∈ [0, 1], where the values above T i are set to E x . Each orientation selective output is projected onto a specific network layer.
The lateral connectivity between V1 units is exclusively excitatory and a unit u a (x, φ) connects to u b if the following conditions are met: 1) be in the same population: φ a = φ b 2) have a different center position: x a = x b 3) within a region of a certain diameter:
The synaptic efficacies are of equal strength w and the transmission delays τ a proportional to x b − x a with 1 ms/cell. The connectivity diameter is equal to d max . In the discrete-time case, all the equations are integrated with Euler's method using a temporal resolution of 1 ms. Therefore in the simulations one time step is equivalent to 1 ms. All the simulations were done using the parameters of table II. When a unit u receives the maximum excitatory input E x at onset time t = 0 ms, the first spike occurs at time 6 ms.
The TPC is generated by summing the network's activity over a time window of T ms. Finally, the output vectors from different orientation layers are summed forming the TPC vector. In this way the temporal representation of TPC is naturally invariant to position. Theoretically rotation invariances are achieved by increasing the number of orientation selective layers reaching a full invariant architecture by expanding the number of orientation layers.
A. Optimizing the lateral spreading of activation in the network
The key part of the model is the lateral propagation of activity denoted by g c (t) in the equation (5) . Since, for each time step, hundreds of spikes can occur an efficient and fast real-time implementation is required. This is achieved by performing consecutive multiplications in the frequency domain.
The lateral propagation of activity is performed after each spike every time step, i.e. 1 ms in our simulations. The lateral spread can be seen as consecutive square regions of propagation f d , or filters of lateral propagation, with increasing scale over a short period of time (Fig. 2) . The maximum dimension of f is given by the lateral connection diameter d max . The maximum scale of f is given by the lateral connection diameter d max . The magnitude of the spreading activation is given by the synapsis strength w. For the simulations d max = 7 thus f d are of scale 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7. They are generated and stored in the frequency domain (denoted by F d ) when the network is initialized. In the implementation the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) operations were done using the FFTW3 library [29] . At time t we calculate the DFT of the spike matrix denoted by M . The matrix M is composed by zeros and ones (in the case of spikes). The propagation of activity is achieved by multiplying M by F d for d = 3, 5 and 7 over the time steps t + 1, t + 2 and t + 3 respectively. Finally the inverse DFT is applied. Using a 2.66 Ghz Intel Core i7 processor under Linux each time step takes approximately 9 ms to be processed.
B. Clustering Algorithm
The network's responses to stimuli from C stimulus classes S 1 , S 2 , ..., S C are assigned to C response classes R 1 , R 2 , ..., R C of the training set in a supervised manner. The result is a C × C hit matrix N (S α , R β ), whose entries denote the number of times that a stimulus from class S α elicits a response in class R β . Initially, the matrix N (S α , R β ) is set to zero. For each response r ∈ S α , we calculate the mean Pearson correlation coefficient over r and the responses r = r elicited by stimuli of class S γ : ρ(r, S γ ) = ρ(r, r ) r elicited by Sγ (6) where . denotes the average among the correlation between r and r denoted by ρ(r, r ). The response r is classified into the response-class R β for that ρ(r, S β ) is maximal, and N (S α , R β ) is incremented by one. The overall classification ratio in percentage is calculated summing the diagonal of the N (S α , R β ) and dividing by the total number of elements in the classification set R. For the statistics reported here, the data was generated in real-time and analyzed off-line.
C. The robot platform and the stimulus set
The experiments were performed using iCub [26] , a humanoid robot for research in embodied cognition. The iCub is about 104 cm tall, dimensions that are comparable to a three and a half year-old child. There are 53 degrees of freedom (DOF) distributed on the head, torso, arms, hands, and legs. The different software modules in the architecture are interconnected using YARP [30] . The images used as input to the network were acquired using the robot's camera with a resolution of 640x480 pixels (Fig. 4) . The faces were detected and cropped using a cascade of boosted classifiers based on haar-like features [31] . After the detection process the images are rescaled to a resolution of 128x128 pixels covering the whole scene.
We ran the experiments reported here with faces from 6 subjects, a sample size enough for most social robotics tasks such as games, interaction or human assistance. The stimulus set consists of 6 classes of faces, one per subject, where each Model overview. The faces are detected and cropped from the input provided by the iCub's camera image. The cropped faces are resized to a fixed resolution of 128x128 pixels and convolved with the orientation selective filters. The output of each orientation layer is processed by separated neural populations as explained above. The spike activity is summed over a specific time window rendering the Temporal Population Code, or TPC.
class has 7 variations of the same face under different poses. For the statistics 2 faces are used as training set and 5 faces as classification set for each class. The training stimuli are not used for classification and vice-versa.
III. RESULTS
In the first experiment we investigate the capabilities of our model in a face recognition task using iCub. We also evaluate the optimal number of time steps required for the recognition process which is a free parameter that determines how many interactions are needed for the encoding process to support reliable classification. It both affects directly the processing time and therefore the overall system performance and the length of the TPC vector and thus the optimal performance/compression ratio of the data. We calculate the classification ratio over the network's activity trace for different time windows after stimulus onset used to compute the correlation between TPCs of the training and test set ranging from 2 to 130 ms every 1 ms.
The simulations were performed with the parameters of table II. We are not using any light normalization mechanism in the model. For that reason we performed the simulations for different values of the input threshold T i (see methods).
The classification performance shows a maximum of 87 % within 21 ms after stimulus onset using T i = 0.6 (Fig.  5 ). This speed of optimal stimulus encoding is compatible with the speed of processing observed in the mammalian visual system [32] . A TPC vector over this time window a represents a face with 22 points covering about 1% of the total number of pixels in a 128x128 image. The misclassified faces show strong deviations in position or light conditions ( Fig. 7 and Fig. 6 ).
In the second experiment we show that the recognition performance can be enhanced changing the read out mechanism. In this experiment the network spike activity is read out over S r adjacent square sub-regions of the same aspect ratio. The TPC vector from the different sub-regions are concatenated to form the overall representation of the face. We used four different configurations to divide the subregions using a time window of 21 ms (Fig. 8) . This operation increases by S r times the size of the TPC vector that represents a face.
The results show a maximum performance of 97 %. It also suggests an optimal ratio of performance/compression with 16 sub-regions, i. e 16*22 points per vector. 
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we addressed the question whether we could reliably recognize faces using a biological plausible cortical neural network exploiting the Temporal Population Code. Moreover, we investigated whether it could be performed in real time using the iCub robot. We have shown that in our cortical model, the representation of a static visual stimulus is generated based on the temporal dynamics of neuronal populations given by a specific signature in the phase relationships of the neuronal responses.
In the specific benchmark evaluated here, the model showed a good performance both in terms of the ratio of correct classification and processing time. Importantly, we showed that the TPC model can recognize faces with a correct ratio of 97 % without any face-specific mechanism in the network. Indeed, similar filter properties have been used for character recognition and spatial cognition tasks. The processing time needed for classifying an input of 128x128 pixels was about 200 ms. In comparison generic face recognition methods such as correlation and eigenfaces have worst recognition performance [33] .
In the implementation reported here we used only one frequency resolution to model the receptive field's characteristics of simple cells. It reduces the number of operations and therefore improves the recognition speed. The optimal frequency response was based on previous studies of V1 [28] .
We expect that performance and the generality of the model can be further improved in a future implementation, using multiple processors in parallel. Specially because the features could be extracted by gaussian filters optimally arranged over different scales similar to the SIFT transform [34] . With such a scheme we could achieve scale invariances without relying on rescaling the cropped face image.
However, the ideal architecture for TPC is a neuromorphic implementation where the integrate and fire units can work fully in parallel which calls for more specialized parallel hardware.
Our results confirm that TPC is a relevant hypothesis on the encoding of sensory events by the brain of both vertebrates and invertebrates given its performance, speed of processing and consistency with cortical anatomy and physiology. Moreover, it reinforced the main characteristic of the TPC: its independence of the exact detailed properties of the input stimulus. The network does not need to be rewired to encode a very complex natural stimulus that is a human face and thus qualifies as a canonical cortical input processor.
